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1 Introduction
A common method for detecting microbes in fluid and non-fluid samples is fluorescent dye staining, in which samples are stained with a fluorophore that is
excited by photons from a light source. Some of the energy from these photons
is re-emitted as higher wavelength light – a property known as fluorescence.
Fluorophores are molecules that exhibit fluorescence, and can be naturallyoccurring biomolecules (in which case fluorescence is called autofluorescence),
fluorescent dyes (synthesized molecules), or minerals. Some dyes have significant fluorescence under UV excitation and readily bind to a prevalent type of
biomolecule (often DNA or RNA), allowing cells to be “stained”. Dyes such
as acridine orange (AO), DAPI, tetramethyl-rhodamine-ethyl-ester (TMRE),
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), FM143 and cyano-ditolyl-tetrazolium chloride (CTC) are used for locating and/or enumerating microorganisms in fluid
and non-fluid samples.[1–4] These dyes bind indiscriminately to nucleic acids
and/or membrane proteins, making them suitable for distinguishing living
organisms from their environment. Amino acids including tryptophan, tyrosine and phenylalanine exhibit autofluorescence that is useful for imaging cells
but do not bind to biomolecules like dyes do. Specific applications of dyes
include bacterial detection and enumeration, visualizing gene expression, and
detection of biomolecules that would otherwise not be traceable.[4–8] Despite
their versatility and reliability, fluorescent dyes can be toxic to cells and can
alter microbial behavior, limiting the biomedical applications of traditional
dye imaging.[1, 9–12] Dyes are used in in situ applications due to the high
signal-to-noise ratio they can provide, but often illuminate a wider range of
molecules than desired, making identification of microorganisms challenging.
Photobleaching (permanent chemical changes in biomolecules caused by interactions with high energy photons) also limits the applicability and efficacy of
dyes and fluorophore excitation in general.[13–15]
Affordable and reliable methods for label-free in situ imaging are sought
after in microbiology research and even applicable to point-of-care diagnostics
and biomedical research.[8–12] Although common biotic fluorophores except
for chlorophyll[13] are less fluorescent than fluorescent dyes, the weaker fluorescence signals can be distinguished from noise with long camera exposures
and certain excitation wavelengths.[14, 16] Due to the presence of chlorophyll
almost exclusively in photosynthetic organisms, it is not a reliable marker for
in situ imaging given the sheer diversity of microbial life. Instead, NADH and
tryptophan are some of the most consistently utilized naturally-occuring fluorophores for imaging.[14, 16, 17] Due to its broad emission spectrum (420-550
nm) and its role in cellular metabolism, NADH allows the metabolic activity
of cells to be indirectly quantified, but its autofluorescence encounters interference from biomolecules such as FAD+ and mineral autofluorescence.[16–18]
Tryptophan along with amino acids such as phenylalanine exhibits autofluorescence under deep UV excitation. Traditional imaging with amino acids
tends to encounter less interference than NADH imaging since both NADH
and mineral autofluorescence peak in the green range (495-570 nm). However,

due to the low concentration of tryptophan relative to common biomolecules
(e.g. NADH, glucose) in cells, it usually must be inserted into cells via some
type of substrate.[19] This insertion is a chemical manipulation that disturbs
microbial behavior and is not ideal for imaging in situ.
Removing dyes from fluorescence imaging minimizes chemical manipulation of samples, which minimizes permanent sample damage.[7] Many
alternative imaging methods including Raman spectroscopy, multi-photon fluorescence imaging, and fluorescence lifetime imaging have shown promise
within microbiology.[12, 18, 19] Even so, traditional fluorescent dye imaging
remains prominent (particularly for microbial detection in abiotic environments) due to its precedent, scalability, low cost, and for having fluorescence
signals that are easier to isolate than label-free autofluorescence signals.[13]
Despite multiple attempts to port label-free imaging to low-cost, smartphonelinked devices such as “Pocket MUSE”, reliable detection of microbes with
these devices has proved challenging without adding dyes and/or modifying
the devices to have higher sensitivity to light than in factory conditions.[20, 21]
“Pocket MUSE” was a prototype designed to capture visible spectrum images
of Eukarya and large bacterial colonies at low magnification (e.g. 10x) that
include some emission from UV excitation, using a custom component and
sample holder mounted to the back camera of a smartphone. It was intended
to be a science education tool that would work with a variety of sample types
and not a serious research instrument. Its minimum excitation wavelength of
285 nm limits its ability to provide images for rock samples or liquid samples
with high mineral concentrations and limits the range of fluorophores it can
excite.
Existing studies on label-free imaging have focused on viewing narrow
ranges of emission, rarely exploring multi-band imaging.[20, 21] Limitations
on microbe visibility in label-free fluorescence images include excitation wavelength, photograph resolution (influenced by both camera resolution and
effective resolution of objective lenses), and the fluorophores native to the
sample being viewed. Obtaining label-free images is complicated by the
weaker fluorescence signals of most biomolecules when compared to dyes
and the fact that the concentration of dye molecules can be made to far
exceed the concentrations of naturally-occurring biotic fluorophores. Dyes
typically emit more fluorescence than natural fluorophores since they target molecules that are ubiquitous (e.g. DNA) and are specifically engineered
and/or selected to provide strong signals.[7, 8] Because the common fluorescent
dyes indiscriminately target a type of biomolecule (such as nucleic acids) rather
than a specific biomolecule, other techniques are necessary to image specific
biomolecules.[1, 22, 23] Researchers testing a small-molecule folate-triggered
DNA machine generated a G-quadruplex DNA sequence that interacted with
N-methyl mesoporphyrin IX, a naturally occurring fluorophore, producing a
label-free fluorescence signal with a strength proportional to folate concentration in the human serum sample.[22] The lowest folate concentration detected
by this method was 0.23 pM.
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The excitation wavelengths used in fluorescence imaging greatly impact
the observability of microbes in the resulting images. Multiple studies have
proposed that excitation of 200-280 nm (the deep ultraviolet (DUV) range)
is the most viable for high contrast fluorescence imaging due to its selective
excitation of biomolecules over minerals.[1, 8, 12] For imaging of autofluorescence signals, DUV excitation may be advantageous since mineral fluorescence
under DUV is minimal when compared to that of other fluorophores. However,
the deep UV range is far less researched than near-ultraviolet (NUV) range
of 260-365 nm and the visible range (380-700 nm).[1, 16, 17, 24] Research
on multi-band imaging is scarce mainly due to the narrow autofluorescence
ranges of fluorophores (especially common biomolecules) and the complexity
of equipment required (for example, multiple cameras).
The intensity of tryptophan autofluorescence under deep UV excitation is
directly proportional with excitation intensity at a given excitation wavelength.
One study examining tryptophan autofluorescence with deep UV excitation found that the intensity of autofluorescence increases significantly with
increased concentration of tryptophan, and a clinical biology study clarified
that naturally-occurring tryptophan in various bacteria provided a narrow but
detectable “spectral window” at 340 nm under 280 nm excitation.[21] To generate a profile of fluorescence signals derived from a wide variety of pathogenic
and clinically relevant bacterial strains, nine strains were incubated in nutrient
broth at 180 rpm, along with two Clostridium difficile strains grown in brain
heart infusion (BHI) broth. Fluorescence characteristics of both liquid and
solid surface samples of each strain were then measured using a PerkinElmer
LS55 Fluorescence Spectrometer. The detected emission wavelengths for each
sample were plotted against excitation wavelengths on an excitation-emission
matrix (EEM). The EEMs of solid surface samples and liquid samples of the
same strain were averaged to to account for the typical level of mineral autofluorescence present on surfaces in hospital settings. Careful analysis of the
EEMs found that tryptophan was the only significant fluorophore throughout
all strains, exhibiting an emission peak around 340 nm, leading the researchers
to claim that it was the best fluorophore for bacterial detection with a clinical
contamination monitoring device. Pseudomonas specifically exhibited a significant 455 nm emission peak from the siderophore pyoverdine. While multiple
devices showed no significant interference with bacterial tryptophan emission
on metal and plastic surfaces such as computer keyboards, a microfiber cleaning cloth did interfere significantly with the 340 nm tryptophan peak. However,
the fluorescence signature of Pseudomonas aeruginosa appeared in a band that
did not interfere with the fluorescence of the cloth, and the researchers suggested that machine vision algorithms could be developed to distinguish the
shape of the cloth from the amorphous bacteria being viewed.
Delivery of tryptophan to Candida albicans cells using silver nanoparticles
increased the intensity of autofluorescence when using a 290 nm synchrotron
beam.[19] Since the intensity of autofluorescence of tryptophan-Ag nanoparticles varied significantly depending on the chemical environment of specific

cell regions, regions of nanoparticle accumulation, and thus the origin of fluorescent tryptophan within cells could be identified. The mean intensity of
autofluorescence in the cells incubated with these nanoparticles dropped off
at a higher rate than those not incubated due to photobleaching. The rate
of photobleaching measured at particular regions of the C. albicans cells was
correlated with the polarity of these regions.
Researchers visualizing microorganisms within terrestrial ice have achieved
detailed detection of microbial distributions by mapping the DUV autofluorescence signatures of their organic compounds. One DUV mapping instrument
using the Wire Analysis Tool for the Subsurface Observation of Northern ice
sheets (WATSON) can penetrate up to 10 mm in both clear and opaque ice
with its deep UV laser and locate up to 125 (±32 cells) per laser pulse.[12]
The capabilities of WATSON are translatable to the design of instruments
for analysis of extraterrestrial ice. Studies on deep UV fluorescence mapping
spectrometers have distinguished autofluorescence signals that correspond to
signatures of a variety of organic molecules.[25, 26] The WATSON researchers
chose a 248.6 nm excitation laser for the instrument due to the effectiveness of this wavelength at exciting molecules containing aromatic rings within
microorganisms, which produces significant fluorescence emission from 275-450
nm.[27]
NASA’s Perseverance rover, landed on Mars in February 2021, is the first
rover to use DUV fluorescence for imaging of the Martian surface.[28, 29] The
rover hosts a WATSON camera to capture macrophotographic visible light
images that provide rock geometry information. Its SHERLOC instrument performs simultaneous DUV fluorescence/Raman spectroscopy with a 248.6 nm
NeCu hollow cathode laser produced by Photon Systems, Inc. This wavelength
enables separation of the fluorescence and Raman emission spectra captured in
9 µJ pulses, with intensity controlled by 20-40 µs PWM. SHERLOC interprets
a Raman spectrum using the emitted Raman photons at each pixel and a fluorescence spectrum for each pixel to generate a composite image. SHERLOC
can detect 270 -370 nm fluorescence photons from organic molecules. Each
SHERLOC spectral map claims to provide spatial distributions of mineral
and organic composition, which SHERLOC then correlates to morphological
features in images from WATSON and the grayscale ACI camera. This compositing of image data allows for detailed mineral and organic analysis of
Martian surface samples.
The drilling DUV spectrometer deployed to the Greenland ice sheet in 2020
examined numerous organic matter-containing regions at depths from 0 to 105
m in ice.[11] The spectrometer demonstrated an ability to provide detailed
mapping of hotspots of microbial life <20 mm in radius in subsurface ice. This
detailed mapping is possible given the choice not to use the traditional method
of examining ice after bulk melts. It utilized the same 248.6 nm laser as SHERLOC, which was optimized to excite aromatic organic molecules as signatures
of organic material. Researchers found no evidence of fluorescent hotspots that
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were vertically layered within the ice, and most ones found ranged from 2-4
mm regardless of borehole depth.
One alternative to fluorescence imaging with deep UV excitation is Raman
imaging, which uses Raman scattering to generate photons with energies carrying information about chemical composition and molecular structure at
targeted points on the sample.[26, 30–32] Raman scattering occurs when an
incident photon has an energy and incidence angle such that when it strikes a
molecular bond, it induces a polarity (dipole) in the bond. This induced polarity immediately equalizes, emitting a photon that is called a Raman scattered
photon if it has lower energy than the incident photon.32 Raman spectrometers typically utilize near IR (785-1064 nm) excitation to minimize fluorescence
emission photons that would interfere with Raman scattering photons - the
signal of interest.33 NIR excitation eliminates fluorescence excitation for most
minerals, but will still excite any minerals already in excited electronic states
at NIR photon energies. NIR produces a suboptimal ratio of Raman scattered
photons to incident photons, resulting in a low imaging efficiency.1,25,31,34
Raman imaging with DUV excitation (specifically <250 nm) can provide 100
times the Raman photon output of NIR excitation and allows for separation
of the Raman and fluorescence bands.29 Some materials such as diamond have
electronic resonance bands that overlap with DUV wavelengths, amplifying the
Raman signal further. This resonance exists for biological molecules including
the pyrimidines, tyrosine, phenylalanine and tryptophan, making DUV Raman
optimal for viewing the Raman signals of microorganisms. One investigation
of dried bacteria on fused silica plates, including Micrococcus, Bacillus, E. Coli
and Staphylococcus colonies found that identification of strains using DUV
Raman had 99% accuracy.[32]
Time-resolved DUV Raman spectroscopy has been utilized consistently to
image molecular dynamics for biomolecules in which the Raman signal can be
resonance-enhanced.[29, 32] A study that measured Raman spectra of tryptophan and tyrosine using a 220 nm Raman pulse found that the Raman
peaks agreed with those found previously for similar biomolecule types in resonance Raman spectroscopy.[33] These researchers demonstrated a rudimentary
method for imaging conformational changes of proteins that occur on femtosecond time scales. Furthermore, the Raman resonance peaks of biomolecules
occurring within the same range of deep UV excitation can be used to identify
bacteria within colonies.[30] The Raman resonance peaks of DNA/RNA have
a correlation with its guanine/cytosine ratio that provides enough information
for genotaxonomic classification.[30]
Another method of obtaining fluorescence signals from samples is by labeling the samples with quantum dots. Quantum dots are semiconductor particles
(usually ionic compounds) which when under UV excitation exhibit fluorescence at a consistent wavelength, making them valuable tools for imaging.[34]
A group of researchers that added ZnS and CdSe quantum dots to a bacterial culture (by conjugating the quantum dots to polymyxin B) found that
QD-polymyxin B labeled gram-negative bacteria effectively.[34] A mercury

lamp providing broadband blue excitation was used in tandem with a 100X
oil objective for imaging. Their results showed that bioconjugate QD-PMB
has potential applications as a nanoparticle probe for pathogen identification.
Moreover, while the highly wavelength-specific fluorescence of quantum dots
makes them useful for labeling cells, their ability to undergo redox reactions
with biomolecules clearly induces changes to emission spectra and cell processes in ways that are minimally understood.[34, 35]These interactions include
the formation of reactive oxygen species due to photon-quantum dot collisions,
a form of phototoxicity.
Researchers have recognized that the strong fluorescence emission and binding capabilities of quantum dots make them versatile imaging tools, including
for pathogenic bacteria detection and induction of lethal processes in cancer
cells.[36] NIH biotechnologists tested a method for simultaneous identification
of multiple pathogens that involved the conjugation of quantum dots to a single type of bacteriophage.[37] Their streptavidin-coated CdSe quantum dots
were conjugated to bacteriophages that infected multiple strains viewed on an
Olympus Vanox-T microscope. Phage-QD proliferation through samples was
viewed and quantified using low-intensity 447 nm excitation. After 1 hour of
performing this method on a river 1 mL water sample, they determined that
a minimum of 20 E. coli were present, due to a claimed detection limit of 10
cells per mL. Suggestions following their experiment included expanding the
method to multiple host-specific strains conjugated to differently colored quantum dots, designing handheld instruments with QD-phage based detection,
and using the method as a general tool for phage-biology research.
Producing fluorescence images that accurately record biochemical parameters such as concentrations, pH and gas pressures is complicated by the
differences in emission intensity of fluorophores at different wavelengths and
by non-uniform distribution of fluorophores.[4, 13, 38] Fluorescence lifetime
imaging (FLIM) measures the amount of time that excited fluorophores remain
in the excited state before fluorescing (the fluorescence lifetime), unlike traditional fluorescence imaging, which examines only the intensity and distribution
of fluorophores.[38] Most FLIM instruments utilize fast laser pulses from a
tunable IR, two-photon laser (sub-nanosecond pulse lengths) and measure the
decay time of emission to determine fluorescence lifetime. A meta-analysis of
FLIM in medicine mentioned that its capability for high detection speeds,
particularly for frequency-domain based FLIM, and its ability to sense rapid
changes in physiological parameters in a sample make it a versatile imaging
tool.40 Biomedical applications of FLIM include multi-photon excitation FLIM
for diagnosing skin conditions (since it can penetrate ≈ 200 µm deeper into
human skin than single-photon FLIM), detection of cancer cells for multiple
cancers due to shorter fluorescence lifetimes of a fluorophore called hematoporphyrin derivative (HpD) in malignant cells than normal cells, displaying
differences in biochemical activity between neurons to assist in neurosurgery,
and in vivo imaging of human organ microenvironments such as in the liver.
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This thesis combines techniques from DUV, NUV and visible light fluorescent dye imaging and proposes a multiband, modular microscope setup
for imaging bacterial cells on endolithic samples. The specific selection of
endolithic samples attempts to extend techniques from the fluorescence imaging discourse used traditionally for liquid samples and to provide data
on fluorophore properties that are relevant to astrobiology and biomedical
research. The samples being analyzed are gypsum and marble fragments
with local cyanobacteria, and are each inoculated with B. subtilis that is
stained with one of three fluorescent dyes: SYTO 9, Acridine Orange or
FM-143.[1, 12, 19]

2 Methods
2.1 Experimental Setup and Characterization
The DUV system used in this thesis uses a modular microscope framework
(Thorlabs Cerna with epi-illumination). The microscope body (CEA1350) is
coupled to an illumination source with conditioning optics, a single filter cube,
a tube lens and camera, and an objective lens (Fig. 1). For DUV excitation and
near-UV-to-visible emission, no special optical components are required except
the illumination source. In order to capture UV emission, the objective lens,
camera relay lens, and camera must be UV-compatible (quartz construction).
Rock samples containing both non-photosynthetic bacteria without significant inherent autofluorescence (Bacillus subtilis) and local cyanobacteria (with
inherent chlorophyll autofluorescence).
LEDs were used for excitation and included DUV (275 nm, 45 mW minimum, Thorlabs M275L4), NUV (365 nm, 1350 mW minimum, Thorlabs
M365LP1) and visible (450 nm, 2118.1 mW minimum, Thorlabs M450LP2).
LED emissions were characterized using a high-sensitivity custom UV-Visible
spectrophotometer. Filter sets were purchased from Chroma (Bellows Falls,
VT) pre-mounted into Olympus-compatible filter cubes and modified with
compatible filters purchased from Edmund optics (Barrington, NJ) and
Chroma. All filters reported a minimum optical density of 6. For visible excitation and emission, an auramine longpass filter was used (450/50 ex; 485 nm
dichroic; 495 nm longpass emission). For near UV excitation and visible emission, a DAPI longpass (400 nm) filter coupled with a custom excitation filter
and dichroic (375/25 ex; 400 nm longpass dichroic) was used. The NUV (365
nm) and visible (450 nm) LEDs were attached to a lens arm connected laterally to the filter cube, perpendicular to the collimator. Because of the low
power of the DUV LED, it was not connected to a filter cube but directly illuminated the sample at ≈ 10° above the plane of the stage as shown in Fig.
1C. The LED still used a 275/20 nm bandpass excitation filter and a 280 nm
longpass dichroic. Filters including 320/20 nm bandpass, 357/44 nm bandpass,
and 400 nm longpass were then used to capture deep UV, near UV, and visible
emission respectively.

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of the modular Thorlabs/Cerna microscope as
constructed for this project. The controller for the Thorlabs KURIOS-WB1
(second element from the top of the microscope) is not shown.

Full spectra of visible emission were obtained by using a Kurios multispectral liquid crystal tunable filter (Thorlabs KURIOS-WB1, 420-730 nm, 35
nm full width half maximum). Unless otherwise specified the Zyla 4.2 sCMOS
camera made by Andor (Oxford Instruments, Belfast, Northern Ireland) was
used for all visible emission images. The filter was programmed to trigger upon
Andor acquisition using the “trigger out” feature on the Andor camera with a
BNC-to-HDB15 cable (Hosa Technology RGB-506). For the NUV and visible
excitation, a step size of 2 nm was used from 420 and 490 nm respectively for
the full 730 nm range. The DUV excitation step size was increased to 15 nm
due to the increased exposure times and to minimize photobleaching.[15, 19]
Images were acquired using the Micromanager 2.0 software and the resulting
image stacks were analyzed in Fiji.[39] HDR illuminant images were generated in Scyven (Scyllarus, Canberra, Australia) and individual pixel spectra
were compared to control spectra of tryptophan (Alfa Aesar, Thermo Fisher,
Haverhill, MA), tyrosine (Alfa Aesar), phenylalanine (Acros Organics, Thermo
Fisher, Geel, Belgium), stained B. subtilis and E. gracilis for identification.

2.2 Dyes and Chemicals
Unless otherwise noted, dyes and culture media were products of Fisher
Scientific (Waltham, MA).
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2.3 Sample Preparation
The organisms studied were Bacillus subtilis (B. subtilis ATTC 6051, purchased from American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA), Saccharomyces cervisiae or baker’s yeast (Red Star Organic Yeast, Milwaukee, WI),
Euglena gracilis (Carolina Biological Supply, Burlington, NY) and native
endolithic communities of Chroococcidiopsis present in both the gypsum and
marble rock samples (gift of Henry Sun, Desert Research Institute, Las Vegas,
NV)[40]. The marble is an opaque white crystalline solid with pockets of green
coloration. The gypsum is an opaque off-white porous solid with small pockets of green coloration.[40] Cultures of B. subtilis were maintained in lysogeny
broth (Fisher BioReagents, Pittsburgh, PA) and incubated at 37 °C for 18-24
hours. Euglena were maintained in a medium consisting of 12 wheat seeds,
rice, a single pea, and 2.5 g milk powder; they were stored at room temperature in moderate light. S. cervisiae was grown for 30 minutes using a ratio of
3.5 g sugar, 30 mL water, 4.5 g yeast at 43 °C.
Fluorescent dyes were added in the following final concentrations to B.
subtilis: 1 µg/ml Fm1-43, 1 µM AO, 1 µM SYTO9 (Invitrogen, Waltham, MA).
S. cervisiae was stained with Calcofluor White at a final concentration of
20 µM. Gypsum and marble rocks were crushed to a size such that fragments fit
onto glass microscope slides used with the microscope setup. All samples were
at least double washed before and after staining. Cell viability and staining
were confirmed on a standard confocal microscope setup (Olympus, Shinjuku
City, Tokyo, Japan) using mercury lamp excitation. Unless otherwise noted,
all samples were allowed to completely dry on an endolithic sample before
imaging. Absorbance spectra of multiple fluorophores were generated using
Clariostar.

Fig. 2: Absorption spectra of common dyes showing a common second peak in
the DUV region and, with the exception of calcofluor white, a lack of excitation
in the NUV range.

3 Results
Eight rock samples were photographed on the Thorlabs/Cerna custom microscope setup under the visible light, NUV and DUV excitation sources using
the Andor camera, with one to two multiband fluorescence images produced
per sample per excitation source. These multispectral images, spanning 420 730 nm for NUV and DUV images and 450 - 730 nm for visible light images,
were amalgamated into colorized images containing average spectra of fluorescence at each pixel (the illuminants). The color of each pixel represents the
wavelength of mean intensity for the fluorescence spectrum at that pixel. All
samples dyed with SYTO9, FM-143 or Acridine Orange had NUV multiband
images showing mineral autofluorescence, with dye fluorescence seldom rising
above the noise floor. Chlorophyll autofluorescence from local Chroococcidiopsis was present in all gypsum and marble samples, though more visible under
450 nm excitation on the samples stained with Acridine Orange than on the
samples stained with FM-143 or SYTO 9 (see Fig. 3A). In the illuminant
images generated for the samples, Chroococcidiopsis appears as orange to red
due to chlorophyll fluorescence at ≈ 700 nm, where as SYTO 9 and Acridine
Orange appear green due to fluorescence peaks at 500-550 nm.

Fig. 3: chlorophyll fluorescence spectrum of cyanobacteria on marble

Fig. 4: DUV spectrum images of B. Subtilis of SYTO 9 on marble (left) and
FM-143 on gypsum (right)
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Fig. 5: Chlorophyll spectrum images of B. Subtilis on samples of: marble with
SYTO9 (upper left), marble with AO (upper center), marble with FM-143
(upper right), gypsum with SYTO9 (lower left) and gypsum with AO (lower
center)

Fig. 6: Fluorescence spectra of chlorophyll and dyes on: marble with FM-143
(left) and gypsum with FM-143 (right).

Fig. 7: Label-free DUV images of B. subtilis on marble: with tryptophan (left)
and with chlorophyll (right)

4 Discussion
Both the SYTO 9 and FM-143 dyes provided identifiable fluorescence signals, which were distinguishable from chlorophyll in the chlorophyll spectrum
images. Ease of identifying these signals under DUV excitation was inconsistent, but provided exposure times of ¿10s and essentially flat fields of view
on samples, these signals could be distinguished from mineral fluorescence.
Within the chlorophyll spectrum images that use 450 nm excitation, which

Fig. 8: FM 1-43 dyed B. Subtilis on marble; HDR spectral analysis using 450
nm excitation from 430-730 nm. Below are isolated spectral ranges of 430510 nm (1. mineral autofluorescence) , 540-585 nm (2. FM1-43 emission), and
675-720 nm (3. chlorophyll).

Fig. 9: FM 1-43 dyed B. Subtilis on marble; HDR spectral analysis using 275
nm excitation from 430-730 nm. Below are isolated spectral ranges of 430510 nm (1. mineral autofluorescence) , 540-585 nm (2. FM1-43 emission), and
675-720 nm (3. chlorophyll).

tends to induce stronger mineral fluorescence than DUV excitation, the dye
signals were often weaker than that of chlorophyll and only sometimes localized
enough to be distinguished from mineral fluorescence (see Fig. 4b). In DUV
images of marble and gypsum, fluorescence of B. subtilis stained with Acridine
Orange was not identifiable. Both gypsum and marble had peak mineral fluorescence under NUV excitation, making the signals of all dyes unidentifiable in
NUV spectrum images as expected. For gypsum and marble samples that were
inoculated with B. subtilis but not dyed, the signals of tryptophan autofluorescence from B. subtilis bacteria were identifiable. Chlorophyll autofluorescence
signals from Chroococcidiopsis in the same samples were also identifiable, but
were weaker than those of tryptophan from B. subtilis.
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5 Conclusion
The results obtained using this custom Thorlabs/Cerna microscope setup
demonstrate that fluorescence characteristics of dyed Bacillus subtilis and by
extension, individual bacterial cells in general, can be examined on multiple
endolithic surfaces using a single microscope, camera and excitation sources
in the DUV, NUV and visible ranges. Relationships between the fluorescence
spectra of dyes and specific endolithic/mineral surfaces can be profiled with the
method used here. Further categorization of mineral/dye pairings would enrich
knowledge of fluorophore behavior under DUV, NUV and visible excitation,
and potentially even supply training data for astrobiology research, including
for devices on extraterrestrial missions that utilize fluorescence imaging.
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